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Abstract- The seeds of JPEG 2000 were planted at a
meeting of the JPEG committee (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29
WG1) in 1995. The eventual standard should provide new
ways to deal with images in compressed format. Although
the “requirements” for the current standard are extensive,
essentially the standard will allow an image to be
compressed once (losslessly if desired) and different sub-
bitstreams extracted to meet the requirements of the
application (monochrome, reduced resolution, region of
interest, progressive display, even transmission over error
prone channels). Unfortunately, this “work item” will not
become a full fledged International Standard until at least
2001. This paper discusses the history of JPEG 2000, the
technologies in the current verification model (color and
wavelet transforms, context models, entropy coder,
quantization techniques, region of interest, error resilience)
and how these technologies work together to achieve
features desired in a modern compression system. A status
report for current JPEG committee activities and schedule
is included.

I. VISION FOR JPEG 2000

A. Applications

In the summer of 1994, Ahmad Zandi was trying to de-
velop a state of the art lossless compression system for
medical images. He ended up independently re-inventing
a lossless wavelet transform similar to Said and Pearlman
[1]. The ability to have extremely good lossless compres-
sion and excellent lossy compression in one system was
intriguing and researchers at Ricoh Silicon Valley began
to think about other features that could be provided by the
same system.

For teleradiology it seemed a compression system
should allow rapid browsing of large “icons” so that a
single image of interest could be selected. Then a low
quality version of the selected image should be presented,
and finally a particular region of interest might be dis-
played losslessly. For Ricoh’s needs the compression
system should excel on “document images,” i.e. images
with text, images, line art, and “business graphics.”Also,
photocopiers and digital cameras might compress into a
fixed sized buffer so rate allocation at encode time was
important. For the internet, it was necessary to deal with
both low resolution screen images and high resolution
print images (sometimes the print images would only
need the luminance channel, while the screen required
color).

B. Features

Even with this large list of desired applications and the

differing requirements for each application, the key fe
ture of a “next generation” compression system seem
to be the ability to extract relevant data from a com
pressed code stream. An application should be able
specify a particular spatial region of an image, the spa
resolution, which components, as well as the quality 
bitrate, and extract exactly the required data to deco
press the desired sub-image. It should be possible to
tract the correct portions of the data without the need
run a Huffman or arithmetic decoder, or to do a discre
cosine or wavelet transform. If the data could be extra
ed in a simple manner then one codestream could se
many applications by simple “parsing.” Also, ideally, a
encoder with some given constraints could compute o
those portions of the data required.

C. Technologies

Several existing systems served some of the appli
tions and provided some of the features. Wavelets in g
eral provided a multi-resolution representation. Said a
Pearlman [1], and independently Zandi et al. [2] had 
lowed wavelets to be lossless. Shapiro [3] had envision
truncating a bitstream at any point. Taubman and Za
had similar ideas for video [4]. FlashPix [5] had provide
multiresolution access by including copies of the enti
image at various resolutions.

Beginning with a reversible wavelet system, Rico
proceeded to assemble compression system which wo
serve all the applications and ideally contain all the fe
tures of the other systems. As the system was develo
the need for a lossless decorrelating transform to prov
lossless compression of color images was realized a
solved [6]. Wavelet transforms tended to decrease co
pression of “document images” so an adaptive method
turning the wavelet on and off was developed [7]. Ult
mately, CREW (Compression with Reversible Embe
ded Wavelets), became a full fledged system [8].

D. Standards

Ricoh realized that while the features of CREW we
good for Ricoh products, there would be even more be
efit if all images were stored in this “accessible” com
pressed format. Thus Ricoh offered CREW to the JPE
committee (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29 WG1), which was 
the time looking for proposals for a new lossless com
pression standard. While CREW was not selected for t
lossless standard which has now become known 
JPEG-LS, the JPEG committee recognized the imp
tance of a compression system which served the many
plications not currently being served by standards. T
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committee asked Ricoh’s Martin Boliek to write a pro-
posal for a “new work item.” Once the work item was ap-
proved the “call for proposals” for the standard that was
eventually renamed “JPEG 2000” was issued.

Initial proposals for architectures for the standard were
presented in Sapporo, Japan in the summer of 1997. More
than twenty systems were presented in Sydney in No-
vember of 1997 [9]. The November meeting also includ-
ed an extensive visual test. Although the top couple
systems were not statistically distinguishable, the com-
mittee selected WTCQ (Wavelet Trellis Coded Quantiza-
tion)[10] from SAIC and the University of Arizona as a
reference for future systems to be tested against. In
March of 1998, WTCQ became the “verification model”
and was modified each meeting based on experiments
performed between meetings. In November of 1998, a
second “verification model” was added, based on EB-
COT[11] from Hewlett-Packard, but including many
technologies added to the first “verification model.” In
March of 1999, the original “verification model” was
dropped in favor of the new software.

At the time of this paper (August 1999) the exact meth-
od to be used for each portion of the standard has not been
determined, but the overall structure is clear. Hopefully
in March 2001, there will be a new international standard,
“JPEG 2000” which will provide for the image compres-
sion needs of an extremely broad set of applications.

II. THE JPEG 2000 STANDARD(S)

The JPEG 2000 standard will appear in two parts. Part
I will contain technologies used by all decoders. Part II
will contain technologies which will serve some addi-
tional applications, but are viewed as adding too much
complexity to be required of all JPEG 2000 decoders. A
block diagram of a JPEG 2000 coder and the correspon-
dence with the Annexes of the working draft of the stan-
dard appears in Fig. 1. An encoder starts at the left of the
figure with an image and produces a codestream at the
right. A decoder works in the opposite direction.

A. Compressed Data Syntax

The codestream syntax is designed to serve all future
extensions of the standard, and is very similar to the orig-
inal JPEG syntax. There are markers delimiting portions
of the codestream and providing all the information re-
quired to decode the file. There are some markers of fixed
(2 byte) length; the rest contain a length field so they can

be skipped if not understood.
Most importantly, the markers contain informatio

about the coded data “segments.” A “parser” should 
able to read a JPEG 2000 file, access the data of inte
(depending on component, resolution, and quality) a
create a new JPEG 2000 file without ever “decodin
compressed data.

B. Arithmetic entropy coding

A binary arithmetic entropy coder called the MQ-code
is used to provide compression of symbols output by t
context model. This coder is the same as the entropy c
er used in the JBIG-2 standard, and has functionality s
ilar to the little used QM-coder in the original JPEG
standard. The complexity and compression are mu
higher than the typically used Huffman coder in JPEG

C. Coefficient bit modeling

Perhaps the greatest technical advance in JPEG 200
the sophisticated modeling of the wavelet coefficien
This section has gone through several changes in 
course of standardization.

Each coefficient subband is divided into blocks of 
fixed size e.g. 32x32, and coded independently. Thr
passes are made through each bitplane of each bl
First bits predicted to be significant (by the fact th
neighboring coefficients are on) are coded, then bits p
dicted to be zero, and finally bits from coefficients whic
are already significant are coded.

Groups of these sub-bitplanes can actually be stored
different coded “segments” allowing various “layers” o
quality.

D. Bit-stream ordering

Coded data segments can appear in a variety of ord
in the file. Truncation of a file thus may lead to loss o
higher resolution data or loss of higher quality at full re
olution.

E. Quantization

Although Part I uses only simple scalar dead zo
quantization, significant data size reduction can also 
obtained not by throwing away portions of the data.

Part II of the standard will probably contain a trelli
coded quantizer. This technology has a fairly high enco
ing cost, but adds a minimal amount of complexity for
decoder and produces higher quality images, and so

Transfomation
(Annex F)

Codestream interchange markers (Annex A)

Quantization
(Annex E)

Bitstream 
Order

(Annex D)

Coefficient 
Modeling
(Annex C)

MQ-Coder
(Annex B)

Error 
Resilience 
(Annex I)

Multi-
component

handling
(Annex G)

Fig. 1. Standard block diagram
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times does a better job visually, though the imprevoment
may not be noticeable in terms of SNR.

F. Transformation of images

Part I includes two wavelet transforms, the integer 5-3,
and Daubechies 9-7. The 5-3 has very low complexity,
provides the best lossless compression, and exhibits a
minimum of ringing when quantized. The 9-7 filter pro-
vides the highest performance at low bitrates with a sub-
stantial increase in complexity. Both filters provide for
the multiresolution extraction and are responsible for
much of the substantial quality improvement over origi-
nal JPEG.

Part II of the standard may include more fixed filters or
even the ability to define arbitrary wavelet filters. Part II
will also include different “decompositions,” allowing
the high frequency bands to be split into high and low
pass multiple times.

G. Multiple component images

Part I contains the YCrCb transform used in the origi-
nal JPEG standard. It also includes a reversible compo-
nent transform, RCT, useful for lossless compression of
three component color imagery.

Part II will contain the ability to do an arbitrary point
transform to decorrelate components. This is essential for
good compression on multi- and hyper-spectral imagery.

H. Region of interest coding and extraction

Differential quality in different spatial regions of an
image can be obtained in a variety of ways. Data can be
quantized (or even thrown away entirely) in some tiles or
blocks and not in others. In addition, for rectangular re-
gions in Part I and circular (or maybe even arbitrary) re-
gions in Part II the wavelet coefficients can be “boosted.”
Essentially coefficients in the defined region of interest
will be transmitted or stored before other coefficients.

I.  Error resilience

A series of markers can optionally be stored in the b
stream between coded “segments.” These markers ca
only a slight increase in the data rate, but in the even
channel errors, or even lost packets, a sophisticated 
coder can use the markers to determine the affected c
ficients. Error concealment strategies can provide
substantially better image than is possible without this 
ror localization. Other methods of increasing perfo
mance in error prone channels are still und
consideration.

J. Conformance and Compliance

Although not yet defined it is the intention of the JPE
committee to include some definition of standard comp
ance in Part I. For the original JPEG standard this ca
out much later as a separate standard [12]. Hopefully, 
inclusion of compliance testing in Part I will aid the rapi
implementation and successful interchange of the st
dard.

K. Others annexes

Part I contains additional informative annexes inclu
ing patents, various examples, and a bibliography. Par
will probably contain normative information on a mini
mum file format.

III. A PPLICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE

Fig. 2 shows a compressed bitstream where vario
portions have been labeled according to resolution a
quality. Different portions of the bitstream are extracte
and sent to different devices depending on the output r
olution and quality required.Although the figure does n
provide distinct labeling for components and differe
spatial regions, extraction in these dimensions is a
possible.

Date Type Key
37.5 dpi 
all data
75 dpi, 

MSB to LSB
150 dpi, 

MSB to LSB
300 dpi, 

MSB to LSB

Fig. 2. Labeled compressed codestream

Monitor

Printer

File arranged for 
progression by 

resolution

File rearranged for 
progression by quality

Parser

Icon for Browsing
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Table II shows the number of bytes required for the
bike image at various quality levels for both the original
baseline JPEG (with optimized Huffman tables)[13,14]
and the JPEG 2000 verification model version 4.2. Clear-
ly JPEG 2000 provides a significant saving in bitrate, 33-
50% for equal SNR (slightly less for visually equivalent
results). In any application which displays an image in
more than one way the benefit is much greater. Suppose
the 75 dpi image at 30 dB is displayed, then a 300 dpi im-
age at 24.7 dB is printed. For JPEG (and even flashpix)
this will require downloading two completely different
images. For JPEG 2000 the entire bandwidth used for the
75dpi image is probably useful for the 300 dpi image as
well, increasing the bit savings.

IV. SCHEDULE

Although the seeds of JPEG 2000 were planted years
ago the fruit will not be available for over a year. The ISO
standardization process involves specific milestones
(Committee Draft, Final Committee Draft, Final Draft In-
ternational Standard, and International Standard) each of
which requires the vote of involved national bodies. Be-
tween votes the editor of the standard and the editing
committee make changes to the draft, and respond to of-
ficial comments made by national bodies. Each stage re-
quires a minimum amount of time due to ISO rules. The
current plan (which is the fastest possible progression al-
lowed by ISO rules) for each of these milestones is given
in Table II.

V. CONCLUSIONS

JPEG 2000 will clearly be “worth the wait” for those
applications which require interchange and additional
features. Compression will be roughly 25% better than

“baseline” JPEG-1, but unless the additional perfo
mance is mission critical, that often will not be enough 
convert users to a new format. However, applicatio
which can take advantage of multiple resolutions, mul
ple quality levels, component access, or spatial acc
will want to adopt JPEG 2000 as soon as reasonably p
sible. These applications include all situations where d
play on paper and monitors is appropriate, and virtua
any internet application.
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TABLE I JPEG AND JPEG 2000 ON BIKE IMAGE

Resolution/
Quality

JPEG
Baseline
(bytes)

JPEG2000
VM4.2
(bytes)

75dpi 30dB 25,635 12,288

300dpi 24.7dB 96,005 62,259

300 dpi 30 dB 308,370 196,608

 300 dpi Lossless Impossiblea

a. JPEG does define a lossless mode, but the author knows of no 
package implementing this mode. JPEG-LS is a new standard to 
allow lossless compression, but for JPEG 2000 lossless is just a 
matter of keeping all the bits.

2,964,751

TABLE II
SCHEDULE FOR JPEG 2000 STANDARDS

Stage Part I Part II

CD Dec. 1999 July 2000

FCD July 2000 Nov. 2000

FDIS Nov. 2000 March 2000

IS March 2001 July 2001
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